We aim at studying the asymptotic properties of typical positive braids, respectively positive dual braids. Denoting by µ k the uniform distribution on positive (dual) braids of length k, we prove that the sequence (µ k ) k converges to a unique probability measure µ ∞ on infinite positive (dual) braids. The key point is that the limiting measure µ ∞ has a Markovian structure which can be described explicitly using the combinatorial properties of braids encapsulated in the Möbius polynomial. As a by-product, we settle a conjecture by Gebhardt and Tawn (J. Algebra, 2014) on the shape of the Garside normal form of large uniform braids.
Introduction
Consider a given number of strands, say n, and the associated positive braid monoid B (1.1)
The elements of B + n , the positive braids, are therefore equivalence classes of words over the alphabet Σ = {σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 }. Alternatively, going back to the original geometric intuition, positive braids can be viewed as isotopy classes of positive braid diagrams, that is, braid diagrams in which the bottom strand always goes on top in a crossing, see Figure 1 .
We want to address the following question:
What does a typical complicated positive braid look like? To make the question more precise, we need to clarify the meaning of "complicated" and "typical". First, let the complexity of a positive braid be measured by the length (number of letters) of any representative word. This is natural since it corresponds to the number of crossings between strings in any representative braid diagram. Therefore, a positive braid is "complicated" if its length is large.
Second, let us define a "typical" braid as a braid being picked at random according to some probability measure. The two natural candidates for such a probability measure are as follows. Fix a positive integer k.
• The first option consists in running a simple random walk on B + n : pick a sequence of random elements x i , i ≥ 1, independently and uniformly among the generators Σ = {σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 }, and consider the "typical" braid X = x 1 · x 2 · · · · · x k . It corresponds to drawing a word uniformly in Σ k and then considering the braid it induces.
• The second option consists in picking a "typical" braid of length k uniformly at random among all braids of length k.
The two approaches differ since the number of representative words varies among positive braids of the same length. For instance, in B + 3 and for the length 3, the braid σ 1 · σ 2 · σ 1 (= σ 2 · σ 1 · σ 2 ) will be picked with probability 2/8 in the first approach, and with probability 1/7 in the second one, while all the other braids of length 3 will be picked respectively with probabilities 1/8 and 1/7 in the two approaches. The random walk approach has been studied for instance in [26, 30] ; it is a special instance of random walks on (semi)groups, see [32] . In this paper, our focus is on the second approach, that is, on uniform measures on positive braids.
Let µ k be the uniform probability measure on positive braids of B + n of length k. The general question stated above can now be rephrased as follows : study µ k for large k. Let us say that we are interested in some specific property, say, the number of occurrences of the Garside element ∆ in a large random braid. To study it, a first approach consists in performing a numerical evaluation. To that purpose, the key ingredient is to have a sampling algorithm, that is, a random procedure which takes as input k and returns as output a random braid of distribution µ k . Another, more intrinsic, approach consists first in defining a probability measure µ ∞ on infinite positive braids, encapsulating all the measures µ k , and then in studying the asymptotics of the property via µ ∞ . None of these two paths is easy to follow. The difficulty is that the probability measures (µ k ) k are not consistent with one another. For instance, in B + 3 , we have:
(1.2) Therefore, there is no obvious way to design a dynamic process to sample braids. As another consequence, the Kolmogorov consistency theorem does not apply, and there is no simple way to define a uniform probability measure on infinite positive braids. This is in sharp contrast with the simpler picture for the random walk approach described above.
To overcome the difficulties, the rich combinatorics of positive braids has to enter the scene. Going back to Garside [22] and Thurston [20] , it is known that positive braids admit a normal form, that is a selection of a unique representative word for each braid, which is regular, that is recognized by a finite automaton. This so called Garside normal form enables to count positive braids in an effective way, see for instance Brazil [11] , but a non-efficient one since the associated automaton has a large number of states, exponential in the number of strands n, see Dehornoy [16] . A breakthrough is provided by Bronfman [12] (see also [5] ) who obtains, using an inclusion-exclusion principle, a simple recursive formula for counting positive braids. Based on this formula, a sampling algorithm whose time and space complexities are polynomial in both the number of strands n and the length k is proposed by Gebhardt and Gonzales-Meneses in [23] . Using the sampling procedure, extensive numerical evaluations are performed by Gebhardt and Tawn in [24] , leading to the stable region conjecture on the shape of the Garside normal form of large uniform braids.
In the present paper, we complete the picture by proving the existence of a natural uniform probability measure µ ∞ on infinite positive braids. The measure induced by µ ∞ on braids of length k is not equal to µ k , which is in line with the non-consistency illustrated in (1.2), but the sequence (µ k ) k does converge weakly to µ ∞ . The remarkable point is that the measure µ ∞ has a Markovian structure which can be described explicitly. It makes it possible to get precise information on µ k for large k by using the limit µ ∞ . For instance, we prove that the number of ∆ in a random braid of B + n is asymptotically geometric of parameter q n(n−1)/2 where q is the unique root of smallest modulus of the Möbius polynomial of B + n . As another by-product of our results, we settle the stable region conjecture, proving one of the two statements in the conjecture, and refuting the other one. Our different results are achieved by strongly relying on refined properties of the combinatorics of positive braids, some of them new.
Mutatis mutandis, the results also hold in the Birman-Ko-Lee dual braid monoid [10] . We present the results in a unified way, with notations and conventions allowing to cover the braids and the dual braids at the same time. The prerequisites on these two monoids are recalled in Section 2, and the needed results on the combinatorics of braids are presented in Section 3. The main results are proved in Section 4, with applications in Section 5, including the clarification of the stable region conjecture. In Section 6, we provide explicit computations of the uniform measure µ ∞ for the braid monoid and the dual braid monoid on 4 strands. At last, analogs and extensions are evoked in Section 7. Indeed, our results on braid monoids form a counterpart to the results on trace monoids in [2, 3] , and, in a forthcoming paper [1] , we plan to prove results in the same spirit for Artin-Tits monoids, a family encompassing both braids and traces.
Positive and dual positive braid monoids
In this section we introduce some basics on the monoid of positive braids and the monoid of positive dual braids. We recall the notions of simple braids for these monoids, as well of combinatorial representations of them.
Two distinct braid monoids

The braid group and two of its submonoids
For each integer n ≥ 2, the braid group B n is the group with the following group presentation:
Elements of B n are called braids. Let e and "·" denote respectively the unit element and the concatenation operation in B n . It is well known since the work of Artin that elements of B n correspond to isotopy classes of braid diagrams on n strands, as illustrated in Figure 1 ; the elementary move where strand i crosses strand i + 1 from above corresponds to generator σ i , and the move where strand i crosses strand i + 1 from behind to σ −1 i . We will be interested in two submonoids of B n . The positive braids monoid B + n is the submonoid of B n generated by {σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 } ; and the positive dual braid monoid B + * n is the submonoid of B n generated by {σ i,j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} , where σ i,j is defined by:
for 1 ≤ i < n and j = i + 1,
Observe the inclusion B Running examples for n = 3. Throughout the paper, we shall illustrate the notions and results on the most simple, yet non trivial examples of braid monoids, namely on B 
Presentations of the monoids
Defining B + n and B + * n as submonoids of B n , as we just did, is one way of introducing them. Another one is through generators and relations.
First, B + n is isomorphic to the monoid with the monoid presentation (1.1), that is, the same presentation as B n but viewed as a monoid presentation instead of a group presentation. Second, B + * n is isomorphic to the monoid with n(n − 1)/2 generators σ i,j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and the following relations, provided that the convention σ j,i = σ i,j for i < j is in force:
Elements of B + n are called positive braids, they correspond to isotopy classes of braid diagrams involving only crossing of strands in the same direction, see Figure 1 . Elements of B + * n are called dual positive braids. They correspond to isotopy classes of chord diagrams [10] . This time, there are still n strands but they are arranged along a cylinder; the element σ i,j corresponds to a crossing of strands i and j. See It can then be proved that this morphism is injective [22, 10] . 
A common notation
We will consider simultaneously the monoids B 
Length and division relations. Mirror mapping
The above presentations (1.1) and (2.2) of B ? n are homogeneous, meaning that the relations involve words of the same lengths. Hence, the length of x ∈ B ? n , denoted by |x|, is the length of any word in the equivalence class x, with respect to the congruence defining B n is equipped with the left and with the right divisibility relations, denoted respectively ≤ l and ≤ r , which are both partial orders on B ? n , and are defined by:
The mirror mapping, defined on words by
n and induces thus a mirror mapping on braids, denoted by
n . It is an involutive antiisomorphism of monoids, it preserves the length of braids and swaps the left and right divisibility relations:
The mirror mapping being an isomorphism of partial orders (B
n , ≤ r ), we shall focus on the left divisibility relation ≤ l only. 
Garside structure and simple braids
Garside structure
The monoid B ? n is known to be a Garside monoid [4, 6, 10] ; that is to say: n , ≤ l ), and a greatest lower bound if X = ∅, respectively denoted l X and l X.
n . Then, if X is a subset of Σ, it is known [10, 22] that l X and r X coincide. We introduce therefore the notation ∆ X for:
Moreover, ∆ X has the same left divisors and right divisors in B
?
n : x ≤ r ∆ X } . The element ∆ X one obtains when considering X = Σ plays a special role in Garside theory. Indeed, based on the above remarks, it is not difficult to see that ∆ Σ is a Garside element of B 
n . We adopt the single notation ∆ = ∆ Σ to denote either ∆ n or δ n according to which monoid we consider. at right. Elements of D 3 are framed.
Definition of simple braids
The set of all divisors of ∆ is denoted by S n , and its elements are called simple braids. It is a bounded subset of B ? n , with e as minimum and ∆ as maximum, closed under l and under l . With the induced partial order, (S n , ≤ l ) is thus a lattice.
Consider the mapping Φ : P(Σ) → S n , X → ∆ X , and its image:
is a lattice homomorphism, and D n is thus a sub-lattice of (S n , ≤ l ). n as soon as n ≥ 3. Indeed, since its length is |∆ n | = n(n − 1)/2 , it cannot be a divisor of δ n which is of length |δ n | = n − 1.
Running examples for n = 3. The Garside elements of B 
The Hasse diagrams of (S 3 , ≤ l ) are pictured in Figure 3 . For B + 3 , the lattice (D 3 , ≤ l ) consists of the following four elements:
whereas the lattice (S 3 , ≤ l ) contains the two additional elements σ 1 · σ 2 and σ 2 · σ 1 . For B + * 3 , the elements of D 3 and S 3 are:
Combinatorial representations of simple braids
The natural map that sends each generator σ i of the braid group B n to the transposition (i, i + 1) induces a morphism from B n to S n , the set of permutations of n elements. Hence, this map also induces morphisms from B + n and from B + * n to S n . In the case of the braid monoid B + n , this morphism induces a bijection from S n to S n . Thus, S n has cardinality n! . The element e corresponds to the identity permutation, and the element ∆ n to the mirror permutation i → n + 1 − i. as a non-crossing partition of {1, . . . , 6}. Middle, representation of σ 1,5 · σ 5, 6 . Right, representation of their least upper bound
From the point of view of braid diagrams, such as the one pictured in Figure 1 , simple braids correspond to braids such that in any representative braid diagram, any two strands cross at most once.
In the case of the dual braid monoid B + * n , this morphism only induces an injection from S n to S n . It is thus customary to consider instead the following alternative representation. 
It is known [10, 7] that the mapping T → x T is a lattice isomorphism from the set of non-crossing partitions of {1, . . . , n} onto S n . Thus in particular, the cardinality of S n is the Catalan number Running examples for n = 3. Let us consider the case n = 3. For B + 3 , the correspondence between simple braids and permutations of {1, 2, 3} is the following:
Simple braids of B + * 3
correspond to non-crossing partitions of {1, 2, 3}, which in this case are simply all the partitions of {1, 2, 3}. The correspondence is the following, where singletons are omitted:
Garside normal form and combinatorics of braids
Braids are known to admit normal forms, that is to say, a unique combinatorial representation for each braid. Normal forms are the standard tool for several algorithmic problems related to braids, for instance the word problem to cite one of the most emblematic [17] . Among the several normal forms for braids introduced in the literature, we shall focus in this work on the Garside normal form which derives from the Garside structure attached to our braid monoids, as recalled above.
Garside normal form of braids
In the monoid B
? n , and regardless on whether B
Intuitively, this is a maximality property, meaning that no left divisor of x j+1 · · · x k could be moved to x j while remaining in the world of simple braids. We recall the two following well known facts concerning normal sequences of braids:
, where the sets R(x) and L(y) are defined as follows:
Then a sequence (x 1 , . . . , x k ) is normal if and only if x j → x j+1 holds for all j = 1, . . . , k − 1, again meaning that left divisors of x j+1 are already present in x j , and therefore cannot be pushed into x j while keeping it simple.
For every non-unit braid x ∈ B
? n , there exists a unique normal sequence (
In this work, the integer k is called the height of x (it is also called the supremum of x in the literature [20] ). We denote it by τ (x).
Regarding the special elements e and ∆, the following dual relations hold, meaning that e is "final" whereas ∆ is "initial":
Therefore, the Garside decomposition starts with a finite (possibly zero) number of ∆s, and then is given by a finite path in the finite directed graph (S n \ {∆, e}, →). By convention, we define the Garside normal form of the unit braid e as the sequence (e), and we put τ (e) = 1. (It might seem that τ (e) = 0 would be a more natural convention, but it turns out that taking τ (e) = 1 is the good choice for convenient formulation of several results below as it encompasses the fact that, in normal forms, e can not be followed by any letter. For instance, Lemma 4.3 would not hold otherwise.) Then, it is a well-known property of Garside monoids that τ (x) is the least positive integer k such that x is a product of k simple braids.
Moreover, it will be convenient to complete the normal form of a braid with infinitely many factors e. We call the infinite sequence (x k ) k≥1 of simple braids thus obtained the extended Garside decomposition of the braid. The directed graph (S n , →) is then their accepting graph: extended Garside decompositions of braids correspond bijectively to infinite paths in (S n , →) that eventually hit e, and then necessarily stay in e forever. We gather in the following proposition some well-known properties of Garside normal forms [18] that we shall use later.
Proposition 3.2. For all braids x, y ∈ B
? n :
Remark 3.3. -We should stress that, while the normal form is very convenient to enumerate braids, it behaves poorly with respect to multiplication: consider x with height k and Garside decomposition (x 1 , . . . , x k ), and let σ be a generator. Then, y = x · σ has height in {k, k + 1}, but if it has height k then the normal form y = (y 1 , . . . , y k ) might be completely different from that of x (in the sense that 
Combinatorics of braids
How many braids x ∈ B ? n of length k are there? Is there either an exact or an approximate formula? The aim of this subsection is to recall the classical answers to these questions, which we will do by analyzing the ordinary generating function, or growth series, of B ? n . This series turns out to be rational, and the Garside normal form is an efficient tool for the study of its coefficients.
Growth series of braid monoids and Möbius polynomial
Let G n (t) be the growth series of B ? n . It is defined by:
According to a well-known result [19, 15, 12] , the growth function of B ? n is rational, inverse of a polynomial:
,
There exist explicit or recursive formulae allowing to compute effectively H n (t):
For reasons that will appear more clearly in a moment (see Subsection 3.3), the polynomial H n (t) deserves the name of Möbius polynomial of B Running examples for n = 3. For B + 3 , the computation of the Möbius polynomial may be done as follows:
and similarly for B + * 3 :
Connectivity of the Charney graph
The growth series G n (t) is a rational series with non-negative coefficients and with a finite positive radius of convergence, say q n , which, by the Pringsheim theorem [21] , is necessarily itself a pole of G n (t). Since G n (t) = 1/H n (t) as recalled in (3.2), it follows that q n is a root of minimal modulus of the polynomial H n (t). In order to evaluate the coefficients of G n (t), we shall prove that G n (t) has no other pole of modulus q n , or equivalently, that H n (t) has no other root of modulus q n . This is stated in Corollary 3.5 below.
To this end, we first study the connectivity of the Charney graph, which is the directed graph G = (V, E) with set of vertices V = S n \ {e, ∆} and set of edges E = {(x, y) ∈ V 2 : x → y}. The connectivity of G is well known for B ? n = B + n [8, 14, 25] , and actually the same result also holds for B ? n = B + * n , although it does not seem to be found in the literature. We obtain thus the following result. Proof. First, observe that the graph G contains the loop σ → σ for every generator σ ∈ Σ. Since proofs of the strong connectivity of G are found in the literature when B [10] that (1) the mapping T → x T is a bijection from the set of non-crossing partitions of {1, . . . , n} to S n , as mentioned in
Hence, consider two braids y, z ∈ S n \ {e, ∆}, and let m = n 2 , as well as the set A = {σ 1,2 , . . . , σ n−1,n , σ n,1 }. Since z < l ∆, we know that z = x Z where Z is a partition of {1, . . . , n} in at least two subsets. It follows that Z is a refinement of a non-crossing partition V of {1, . . . , n} in exactly two subsets. The map σ i,j → σ i+1,j+1 induces an automorphism of the dual braid monoid B + * n , hence we assume without loss of generality that V = {1, . . . , i, n}, {i+1, . . . , n−1} for some integer i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}.
Finally, consider some generator
This completes the proof.
The connectivity of the Charney graph stated in the above proposition has several consequences on the combinatorics of braids, which we gather in the following corollary, the result of which seems to have been unnoticed so far.
Corollary 3.5. The Möbius polynomial H n (t) has a unique root of smallest modulus. This root, say q n , is real and lies in (0, 1) and it is simple. It coincides with the radius of convergence of the growth series G n (t).
Furthermore, for each integer
n : |x| = k} . Then, for n ≥ 3, the following asymptotics hold for some constant C n > 0:
Proof. Recall that we have already defined q n , at the beginning of Subsection 3.2.2, as the radius of convergence of G n (t), and we know that q n is a root of smallest modulus of H n (t). We will now derive the two statements of the corollary through an application of Perron-Frobenius theory for primitive matrices (see, e.g., [28] ). Let I ∆ and I ¬∆ denote the sets
and let I denote the disjoint union I ∆ ∪ I ¬∆ . Let M = (M x,y ) x,y∈I be the non-negative matrix defined as follows: Since the Charney graph is strongly connected and contains loops according to Proposition 3.4, and since it contains at least n − 1 vertices (the elements of Σ), it follows that C is a primitive matrix with Perron eigenvalue ρ > 1. By construction, we know that A |∆| = Id |∆| , hence that the eigenvalues of A have modulus 1. Consequently, ρ is a simple eigenvalue of M , and has a strictly greater modulus than all other eigenvalues of M . Hence, there exist left and right eigenvectors l and r of M for the eigenvalue ρ with non-negative entries, whose restrictions (l x ) x∈I ¬∆ and (r x ) x∈I ¬∆ only have positive entries, and such that l · r = 1.
Then, observe that
where u is the row vector defined by u (i,σ) = 1(i = 1) and v is the column vector defined by v (i,σ) = 1(i = |σ|). Indeed, this follows at once from the existence and uniqueness of the Garside normal form for braids, and from the construction of the matrix M .
Both vectors u and v have some non-zero entries in I ¬∆ , and therefore
Hence, ρ −1 is the radius of convergence of the generating series G n (t) = k≥0 λ n (k), and thus
To complete the proof, consider the decomposition of H n (t) as a product of the form:
where r 1 , . . . , r i are the other complex roots of H n (t) of modulus q n , including q n if its multiplicity is > 1, and a 1 , . . . , a j are the remaining complex roots of H n (t), hence of modulus greater than q n . Since we know that G n (t) = 1/H n (t), and considering the series expansion of 1/H n (t), one sees that the equivalent found in (3.4) for the coefficients λ n (·) of G n (t) cannot hold if i > 0, whence the result.
Two Möbius transforms
This last subsection is devoted to the study of Möbius transforms. In § 3.3.1, we particularize to our braid monoids B ? n the classical Möbius transform, as defined for general classes of partial orders [27, 29] . We prove the Möbius inversion formula for our particular case, although it could be derived from more general results. Next, we introduce in § 3.3.2 a variant, called graded Möbius transform, which will prove to be most useful later for the probabilistic analysis.
We will use extensively the notation 1(A) for the characteristic function of A, equal to 1 if A is true and to 0 is A is false.
The standard Möbius transform
In the framework of braid monoids, the usual Möbius transform is defined as follows and leads to the next proposition. 
n . Proof. For every non-unit braid z ∈ B
? n , the sets L(z) and L(z * ) are non-empty, hence the powersets PL(z) and PL(z * ) are non-trivial Boolean lattices. It follows from the equality ∆ X = l X that:
And, similarly, it follows from the equality ∆ X = r X that:
Consider now two functions f and h such that the series x∈B ? n |f (x)| and x∈B ? n |h(x)| are convergent. Assume first that h is the Möbius transform of f . Using the change of variable v = y · ∆ X , we derive from (3.5) the following:
proving (3.6). Conversely, if (3.6) holds, we use the change of variable u = ∆ X · y to derive:
This shows that h is the Möbius transform of f , completing the proof.
In particular, observe that, if a function f has support in S n , then so does its Möbius transform h. Hence, we also define the notion of Möbius transform of real-valued functions f : S n → R in a natural way. In that narrower context, Proposition 3.7 formulates as follows. 
are equivalent.
In particular, by comparing the expressions (3.2) of H n and (3.8) of the Möbius transform of f : S n → R, we observe that if p is a real number, and if f : S n → R is defined by f (x) = p |x| , then its Möbius transform h satisfies:
Running examples for n = 3. We tabulate in Table 1 Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
The graded Möbius transform
The above relation between real-valued functions f : B 
For functions that vanish outside of S n , the notions of Möbius transform and graded Möbius transform coincide, while this is not the case in general.
The generalization of the summation formula (3.6) stands in the following result. 
h(x · y) . n , we have:
Hence, if h is the graded Möbius transform of f , then:
Conversely, if (3.11) holds, then:
Additional properties of Möbius transforms
Finally, we state in this subsection a couple of lemmas which we will use in next section for the probabilistic study.
Lemma 3.11.
For p a real number, let f : S n → R be defined by f (x) = p |x| , and let h : S n → R be the Möbius transform of f . Let also g : S n → R be defined by:
Then the identity h(
Proof. Let P = P(Σ), and consider the two functions F, G : P → R defined, for A ∈ P , by:
Then we claim that F = G. Let us prove the claim. For every I ∈ P and for every y ∈ S n , we have:
Therefore, according to the Möbius summation formula (3.6), we have:
Reporting the right hand member above in the sum defining F (A), and inverting the order of summations, yields:
which proves the claim. Now observe that, for every x ∈ S n , we have
and therefore L(∆ Σ\R(x) ) = Σ \ R(x). This proves that
Hence, using the multiplicativity of f , we have simultaneously
, which completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.12. Let (x 1 , . . . , x k ) be the Garside decomposition of a braid x ∈ B ? n and let X be a subset of Σ. We have:
Proof. The result is immediate if x = e. Moreover, if x = e and if ∆ X ∈ B ?
n [x k ], we observe that x k ∆ X is a simple braid, and therefore that
. Since the Garside length is non-decreasing for ≤ l , it follows that ∆ X ∈ B 
17)
where
Proof. It follows directly from the definition (3.5) of the graded Möbius transform, together with Lemma 3.12.
Uniform measures on braid monoids
We are now equipped with adequate tools to study uniform measures on braids. Consider the following (vague) questions: how can we pick a braid uniformly at random? How can we pick a large braid uniformly at random? What are the characteristics of such random braids? Since there are countably many braids, these questions cannot be given immediately a consistent meaning. However, for each fixed integer k ≥ 0, there are finitely many braids of size k, and it is thus meaningful to pick uniformly a braid of size k at random. Please notice the difference between picking a braid of size k uniformly at random, and picking a word uniformly in Σ k and then considering the braid it induces. The later corresponds to the uniform random walk on B ? n , but not the former.
A possible way of picking a braid at random is thus the following: first pick the size k at random, and then pick a braid uniformly among those of size k. The problem remains of how to draw k in a "natural" way. It is the topic of this section to demonstrate that there is indeed a natural family, indexed by a real parameter p, of conducting this random procedure. Furthermore, the parameter p is bound to vary in the interval (0, q n ), where q n is the root of H n (t) introduced earlier; and letting p tend to q n by inferior values, the distributions induced on braids weight large braids more and more, such that at the limit we obtain a natural uniform measure on "infinite braids". In turn, we shall derive in the next section information on large random braids, that is to say, on random braids of size k when k is large enough, based on the notion of uniform measure on infinite braids.
Generalized braids
Considering the extended Garside decomposition of braids, one sees that elements of B ? n are in bijection with infinite paths in (S n , →) that eventually hit e. Therefore, it is natural to define a compactification B ?
n as the set of all infinite paths in this graph. As a subset of S N * n , it is endowed with a canonical topology, for which it is compact. Moreover, the restriction of this topology to B ? n is the discrete topology, and B ?
n is the closure of B ?
n . This is the set of generalized braids. We endow the set B ?
n with its Borel σ-algebra. All measures we shall consider on B ? n will be finite and Borelian.
We may refer to elements of B n given by C x = D (x1,...,xp) . Garside cylinders only reach those cylinders sets of the form D = D (x1,...,xp) with x p = e . But if x p = e , then D reduces to the singleton {x}, with x = x 1 · . . . · x p . And then, denoting by q the greatest integer with x q = e and writing y = x 1 · . . . · x q , one has:
It follows that Garside cylinders generate the topology on B ?
n , which implies the following result.
Proposition 4.2. Any finite measure on the space B ? n of generalized braids is entirely determined by its values on Garside cylinders. In other words, if ν and ν are two finite measures on
n , then ν = ν . Proof. We have already seen that Garside cylinders generate the topology, and thus the Borel σ-algebra of B ?
n . The collection of Garside cylinders, augmented with the empty set, is obviously stable by intersection:
and forms thus a so-called π-system. The result follows from classical measure theory [9, Th. 3.3].
Garside cylinders are very natural from the point of view of the normal forms, however they are somewhat unnatural from the algebraic point of view as they discard most of the divisibility information (cf. Remark 3.3). A more natural notion is that of visual cylinder, which corresponds, for a given finite braid x ∈ B ? n , to the subset of those generalized braids which are "left divisible" by x. It will be useful to differentiate between generalized braids and infinite braids, therefore we introduce both the full visual cylinder ⇑ x and the visual cylinder ↑ x, as follows:
n , where Closure(A) denotes the topological closure of the set A.
The relationship between Garside cylinders and visual cylinders is given by the following result.
Lemma 4.3. For each finite braid x ∈ B
? n , the full visual cylinder ⇑ x is the following disjoint union of Garside cylinders:
Proof. We first observe that
n ∩ C x·y ). Indeed, the ⊇ inclusion is obvious, while the converse one is a consequence of points 2 and 3 of Proposition 3. 
Studying finite measures on generalized braids via the graded Möbius transform
In this subsection, we study finite measures on the set B ? n of generalized braids. Assume that ν is some finite measure on B ?
n . Then for practical purposes, we are mostly interested in the values of ν on Garside cylinders ν(C x ). However, most natural measures will enjoy good properties with respect to the full visual cylinders ⇑ x, which is not surprising as these sets are most natural from the point of view of divisibility properties. For instance, the limits ν of uniform measures on the set of braids of length k will satisfy ν( ⇑ x) = p |x| for some p, see Definition 4.6 and Theorem 5.1 below.
Henceforth, to understand these measures, we need to relate ν(C x ) and ν( ⇑ x) in an explicit way, and this is where the graded Möbius transform of Subsection 3. 
Proof. The decomposition (4.1) of a full visual cylinder as a disjoint union of Garside cylinders shows that
ν(C x·y ).
Thus, the characterization (3.11) of the graded Möbius transforms shows that y → ν(C y ) is the graded Möbius transform of x → ν( ⇑ x), as claimed.
Corollary 4.5. A finite measure ν on B ? n is entirely determined by its values ν( ⇑ x) on the countable collection of full visual cylinders.
Proof. According to Proposition 4.2, a finite measure ν is entirely determined by its values on Garside cylinders. Hence the result follows from Proposition 4.4.
Uniform measures
Our ultimate goal is to understand the uniform measure µ n,k on braids in B ? n of a given length k, when k tends to infinity. We will see below in Theorem 5.1 that this sequence of measures converges to a measure on ∂B ? n which behaves nicely on the visual cylinders ↑ x (this is not surprising as these are the natural objects from the point of view of the monoid structure on B ? n ). Therefore, it is good methodology to study the general class of measures which do behave nicely on full visual cylinders. Our usual conventions and notations are in force throughout this subsection, in particular concerning B n satisfying:
Although not apparent from this definition, we will see in Theorem 4.8 below that such a measure either weights B ? n or ∂B ? n , but not both. Theorem 4.8 will describe quite precisely all uniform measures. It will allow us to define the uniform measure at infinity as the unique non trivial uniform measure supported by the boundary ∂B + n , see Definition 4.9. A realization result for uniform measures will be the topic of Subsection 4.4.
Before coming to the theorem, we state a key lemma.
Lemma 4.7.
Let ν be a uniform measure of parameter p < 1. Assume that ν is concentrated at infinity, i.e., ν(∂B ,x ) be the non-negative matrix indexed by pairs of simple braids (x, x ) such that x, x ∈ S n \ {e, ∆}, and defined by:
Then B is a primitive matrix of spectral radius 1. The Perron right eigenvector of B is the restriction to S n \ {e, ∆} of the vector g defined in (3.13).
Proof. Let f (x) = p |x| , and let h : S n → R be the graded Möbius transform of f . According to Proposition 4.4, we have h(e) = ν(C e ) = ν({e}). Since it is assumed that ν(B ? n ) = 0, it follows that h(e) = 0. But H n (p) = h(e), as previously stated in (3.9), hence H n (p) = 0, proving the first claim of the lemma.
Let g be defined on S n as in (3.13), and let g be the restriction of g to S n \ {e, ∆}. It follows from Lemma 3.11 that h(x) = p |x| g(x) holds on S n . Therefore the computation of B g goes as follows, for x ∈ S n \ {e, ∆}:
1(x → y)h(y).
But h(e) = 0 on the one hand; and on the other hand, x → ∆ does not hold since x = ∆. Hence the above equality rewrites as:
1(x → y)h(y) = g(x).
We have proved that g is right invariant for B. Let us prove that g is non identically zero. Observe that h is non-negative, as a consequence of Proposition 4.4. Therefore g is non-negative as well. If g were identically zero on S n \{e, ∆}, so would be h on S n \{∆}. The Möbius summation formula (3.7) would imply that f is constant, equal to f (∆) on S n , which is not the case since we assumed p = 1. Hence g is not identically zero.
But B is also aperiodic and irreducible, hence primitive. Therefore Perron-Frobenius theory [28, Chapter 1] implies that g is actually the right Perron eigenvector of B, and B is thus of spectral radius 1. 
For
n , and it is equivalently characterized by:
n .
For p = q n , the support of ν qn is ∂B
? n , and it is characterized by:
It follows from this statement that, except for the degenerated measure ν 1 , there exists a unique uniform measure on the boundary ∂B Existence and uniqueness of ν p for p ∈ [0, q n ] ∪ {1}. The cases p = 0 and p = 1 (points 1 and 2) are trivial. For p ∈ (0, q n ) (point 3), let ν p be the discrete distribution on B ? n defined by the left hand side of (4.3). Since p < q n , the series G n (p) is convergent, and it implies that the following formula is valid in the field of real numbers:
It implies in particular that H n (p) > 0, and thus:
and therefore ν p is a probability distribution on B 
Conversely, if ν is a probability measure on B ? n such that ν( ⇑ x) = p |x| , then ν and ν p agree on full visual cylinders, hence ν = ν p according to Corollary 4.5.
We now treat the case of point 4, corresponding to p = q n . For this, let (p j ) j≥1 be any sequence of reals p j < q n such that lim j→∞ p j = q n , and such that (ν pj ) j≥1 is a weakly convergent sequence of probability measures. Such a sequence exists since B ?
n is a compact metric space. Let ν be the weak limit of (ν pj ) j≥1 .
Obviously, for each braid x fixed:
But ⇑ x is both open and closed in B ? n , it has thus an empty topological boundary. The Portemanteau theorem [9] implies that the above limit coincides with ν( ⇑ x) , hence ν(
n . The same reasoning applied to every singleton {x}, for x ∈ B ? n , yields:
the later equality since lim t→q
n is countable, it follows that ν puts weight on ∂B ? n only, and thus:
n , then we observe first that ν is concentrated on the boundary, since ν (∂B ? n ) = ν ( ↑ e) = 1. And since ν and ν coincide on all visual cylinders ↑ x, for x ranging over B ? n , it follows from Corollary 4.5 that ν = ν . Range of p. It remains only to prove that, if ν is a uniform probability measure on B ? n of parameter p, then p = 1 or p ≤ q n . Seeking a contradiction, assume on the contrary that p > q n and p = 1 holds.
We first show the following claim:
Assume on the contrary ν(∂B
n ) > 0. Then we claim that the inclusionexclusion principle yields:
n , the singleton {x} decomposes as:
and therefore:
Note that the above equality is valid for any finite measure on B ? n . Since ν is assumed to be uniform of parameter p, it specializes to the following:
given the form (3.2) for H n (p). This proves our claim (4.6).
Together with ν(B
n yields G n (p) < ∞. Hence p < q n , which is a contradiction since we assumed p > q n . This proves the claim (4.5).
Next, consider the two matrices B and B indexed by all braids x ∈ S n \ {e, ∆} and defined by:
n . They are both non-negative and primitive, and of spectral radius 1 according to Lemma 4.7 (which applies since p = 1 by assumption). According to Perron-Frobenius theory [28, Chapter 1], there cannot exist a strict ordering relation between them. Yet, this is implied by p > q n , hence the latter is impossible. The proof is complete.
Remark 4.10 (Multiplicative measures)
. -Since the length of braids is additive, any uniform measure is multiplicative, i.e., it satisfies:
Conversely, assume that ν is a multiplicative probability measure on B ? n . Then ν is entirely determined by the values p σ = ν( ⇑ σ) for σ ∈ Σ.
If
Hence, if any two consecutive p i , p i+1 are non zero, they must be equal. Removing the generators σ i for which p i = 0, the braid monoid splits into a direct product of sub-braid monoids, each one equipped with a uniform measure.
Similarly, if
Removing the generators σ i,j for which p i,j = 0, the dual braid monoid splits thus into a direct product of sub-dual braid monoids, each one equipped with a uniform measure.
Therefore, without loss of generality, the study of multiplicative measures for braid monoids reduces to the study of uniform measures. This contrasts with other kinds of monoids, such as heap monoids, see [3] and the discussion in Section 7.
Markov chain realization of uniform measures
Recall that generalized braids ξ ∈ B ? n are given by infinite sequences of linked vertices in the graph (S n , →). For each integer k ≥ 1, let X k (ξ) denote the k th vertex appearing in an infinite path ξ ∈ B ?
n . This defines a sequence of measurable mappings
which we may interpret as random variables when equipping B ? n with a probability measure, say for instance a uniform measure ν p .
It turns out that, under any uniform measure ν p , the process (X k ) k≥1 has a quite simple form, namely that of a Markov chain. This realization result is the topic of the following theorem (the trivial cases p = 0 and p = 1 are excluded from the discussion). n . Let h : S n → R be the Möbius transform of x ∈ S n → p |x| .
1. Under ν p , the process (X k ) k≥1 of simple braids is a Markov chain, taking its values in S n if p < q n , and in S n \ {e} if p = q n .
2. The initial measure of the chain coincides with h, which is a probability distribution on S n . The initial distribution puts positive weight on every non unit simple braid, and on the unit e if and only if p < q n .
3. The transition matrix P of the chain (X k ) k≥1 is the following:
7)
where x and x range over S n for p < q n or over S n \ {e} for p = q n .
n → R be defined by f (x) = p |x| . We first show that h > 0 on S n if p < q n , and that h > 0 on S n \ {e} if p = q n . Obviously, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that h is non-negative on S n , and even on B we obtain:
which was to be shown.
2. Case p = q n . Consider the matrix B indexed by pairs (x, x ) of simple braids distinct from e and from ∆ , and defined by B x,x = 1(x → x )q |x | n . According to Lemma 4.7, the restriction of g to S n \ {e, ∆} is the Perron right eigenvector of B, where g has been defined in (3.13). Therefore g > 0 on S n \ {e, ∆}. But h(x) = q |x| n g(x) holds on S n according to Lemma 3.11, therefore h > 0 on S n \ {e, ∆}. As for ∆ , one has h(∆) = p |∆| > 0. Hence h > 0 on S n \ {e}, as claimed.
It follows in particular from the above discussion that the matrix P defined in the statement of the theorem is well defined. Now, let (x 1 , . . . , x k ) be any sequence of simple braids (including maybe the unit braid). Let δ and δ denote the following quantities:
We prove that δ = δ .
We observe first that both δ and δ are zero if the sequence (x 1 , . . . , x k ) is not normal. Hence, without loss of generality, we restrict our analysis to the case where (x 1 , . . . , x k ) is a normal sequence of simple braids.
Consider the braid y = x 1 · . . . · x k . By the uniqueness of the Garside normal form, the following equality holds:
Applying successively Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 3.13, we have thus:
On the other hand, we have:
which completes the proof of the equality δ = δ . It follows that (X k ) k≥1 is indeed a Markov chain with the specified initial distribution and transition matrix. If p = q n , then we have already observed in the proof of Lemma 4.7 that h(e) = 0. It implies both ν(X 1 = e) = 0 and P x,e = 0 for all x ∈ S n \ {e}. We conclude that (X k ) k≥1 does never reach e, which completes the proof of point 1, and of the theorem. (down). The initial distribution of the chain can be read on the first line of each matrix.
Running examples for n = 3. We characterize the uniform measure at infinity both for B Table 1 , we are in the position to compute both the initial distribution and the transition matrix of the chain by an application of Theorem 4.11, yielding the results given in Table 2 .
Applications to finite uniform distributions
Weak convergence of finite uniform distributions
The following result states a relationship between the finite uniform distributions, and the uniform measure at infinity. If one were only interested in finite uniform distributions, that would be a justification for studying uniform measures as defined previously. n , is identified with its image in B ? n , and thus µ n,k identifies with a discrete probability distribution on B ?
n . We denote λ n (k) = #B n , a fact that we already used in the proof of Theorem 4.8, point 4. Hence, for any k ≥ |x|, and using the asymptotics found in Corollary 3.5, one has:
Invoking the Portemanteau theorem as in the proof of Theorem 4.8, we deduce that any weak cluster value ν of (µ n,k ) k≥0 satisfies ν( ⇑ x) = q |x| n for any full visual cylinder ⇑ x . Theorem 4.8 implies ν = ν qn . By compactness of B ?
n , it follows that (µ n,k ) k≥0 converges toward ν qn .
A practical interest of Theorem 5.1 lies in the following corollary. Define X i : B ? n → S n by X i (ξ) = x i , where (x k ) k≥1 is the extended Garside normal form of ξ. Proof. By definition of the topology on B ? n , the mapping ξ ∈ B ? n → (X 1 , . . . , X j ) is continuous for each integer j ≥ 1. The result follows thus from Theorem 5.1.
Example for n = 4. In anticipation of the computations to be performed in Section 6, we depict in Figure 7 the beginning of a "truly random infinite braid" on n = 4 strands, up to height k = 10. These are "typical 10 first elements" in the decomposition of a large random braid on four strands. Observe the absence of ∆; the numerical values found in next subsection make it quite likely.
A geometric number of ∆s.
The ∆ element only appears at the beginning of normal sequences of simple braids. Accordingly, under the uniform probability measure ν p , the occurrences of ∆ in the Markov chain (X k ) k≥1 are only observed in the first indices, if any, and their number is geometrically distributed.
This behavior is quite easy to quantify, as the probabilistic parameters associated with ∆ have simple expressions:
It follows that the number of ∆s appearing in the normal form of a random braid, possibly infinite and distributed according to a uniform measure of parameter p ∈ (0, q n ] , is geometric of parameter p |∆| . As a consequence of Theorem 5.1, we obtain this corollary. n . Authors are sometimes only interested by the elements of the Garside decomposition of a "large" braid that appear after the last occurrence of ∆. The notion of uniform measure at infinity allows also to derive information on these, as we shall see next.
Examples for n = 3 and n = 4. Exact or numerical values for the parameter of the geometrical distribution are easily computed for n = 3 and for n = 4, based on our previous computations for n = 3 and on the computations of Section 6 for n = 4; see Table 3 .
On a conjecture by Gebhardt and Tawn
This subsection only deals with positive braids monoids B + n . In their Stable region Conjecture, the authors of [24] suggest the following, based on a thorough experimental analysis. For each integer i ≥ 1, let λ i * (µ k ) be the distribution of the i th factor in the extended Garside normal that occurs after the last ∆ , for braids drawn at random uniformly among braids of length k. Then two facts are suspected to hold, according to [24, Table 3 : For each monoid, we tabulate on the left hand side the parameter of the geometric distribution of the number of ∆s appearing in a random infinite braid. On the right hand side, we tabulate the associated probability of occurrence of at least one ∆.
Presumed Fact 1. For each integer
Presumed Fact 2. There exists a probability measure, say µ on S n \ {e, ∆} , and a constant C > 0 such that holds:
Theorems 5.1 and 4.11 translate the problem of the limiting behavior of factors of the normal form within the familiar field of Markov chains with a finite number of states. This brings a simple way of determining the status of the above conjecture.
It follows from Theorem 5.1 that the distribution of the k th element in the extended Garside decomposition of a random braid (including all the starting ∆s), distributed uniformly among finite braids of size k, converges toward the distribution of the k th element in the extended Garside decomposition of an infinite braid, distributed according to the unique uniform measure at infinity. And, according to Theorem 4.11, this is the distribution of a Markov chain at time k, with the prescribed initial distribution and transition matrix.
As for λ i * (µ k ) it converges thus toward the distribution of the same chain, i steps after having left the state ∆ . Hence we can affirm the veracity of Fact 1. Using the notations of Theorem 4.11, we may also describe the limit, say λ i * = lim k→∞ λ i * (µ k ) , as follows:
where the denominator comes from the conditioning on s = ∆ . The next values for λ i * are obtained recursively:
where P is the transition matrix of the chain described in Theorem 4.11. On the contrary, Fact 2 is incorrect. Indeed, keeping the notation λ i * = lim k→∞ λ i * (µ k ), if (5.1) was true, then µ = λ i * for i large enough, would be the invariant measure of the Markov chain according to (5.2) . But that would imply that the chain is stationary. We prove below that this is not the case when n > 3. What is true however, is that (λ i * ) i≥1 converges toward the stationary measure of the chain when i → ∞ .
Assume, seeking a contradiction, that the chain (X k ) k≥1 is stationary. That would imply that the Möbius transform h of the function f (x) = q |x| n , identified with a vector indexed by S n \{e, ∆} , is left invariant for the transition matrix P . Hence, for y ∈ S n \ {e, ∆}:
We deduce, since h > 0 on S n \ {e} :
∀y ∈ S n \ {e, ∆} 
which entails:
It follows that the equality stated in (5.3) cannot hold both for y and for y , which is the sought contradiction.
Explicit computations
We gather in this section the computations needed, for n = 4, to characterize the uniform measure at infinity, both for B 
Computations for B + 4
The monoid B + 4 has the following presentation:
In order to shorten notations, we denote a product of generators σ i simply by the corresponding sequence of indices. So for instance, the Garside element is denoted: ∆ 4 = 123121 . The lattice D 4 = {∆ X | X ⊆ Σ 4 } has 2 3 = 8 elements, and is isomorphic to the lattice of subsets of {1, 2, 3}, whereas S 4 has 4! = 24 elements. The Hasse diagram of S 4 is depicted in Figure 8 .
In order to compute the Möbius transform h of the function f (x) = p |x| defined on S 4 , we refer to the expression (3.8):
Furthermore, recalling the property x · ∆ X ∈ S 4 ⇐⇒ X ⊆ L(∆ Σ\R(x) ) proved earlier in (3.14), the range of those X ⊆ Σ such that x · ∆ X ∈ S 4 is directly derived from the knowledge of the sets L(y) and R(y). All these elements are gathered in Table 4 .
The Möbius polynomial H 4 (t) can be obtained, for instance, by evaluating on e the Möbius transform of the function x → t |x| . From the first line of Table 4 , we read:
Let p = q 4 be the smallest root of H 4 (t). We illustrate on the example x = 12 the computation of a line P x,• of the transition matrix corresponding to the uniform measure at infinity. From 
Computations for B + * 4
We now treat the case of the B + * 4 . In order to simplify the notations, we write (ij) for the generator σ i,j , so for instance: δ 4 = (12) · ( (13), (14), (23), (24) Table 5 the characteristic elements for B + * 4 . In particular, the first line gives the Möbius polynomial, from which the characteristic value q 4 is derived:
The computation of the transition matrix of the chain of simple braids induced by the uniform measure at infinity yields the values reported in Table 6 , where the line corresponding to δ 4 has been omitted. This line, which also corresponds to the initial measure of the chain, is given by the function ρ(x) tabulated in Table 5 .
Extensions
There are various other questions of interest concerning the asymptotic behavior of random braids, uniformly distributed among braids of length k. For instance, what is the asymptotic value of the height of a large braid? In other words, how do the Garside length and the Artin length compare to each other for large braids?
The height of braids gives rise to a sequence of integer random variables τ k : B (13), (14) p(1 − 3p + 2p 2 ) √ 5/25 (13) (13) , (14), (23), (24), (14) 
which takes values in the fixed interval [1/|∆|, 1]. Since all these random variables are defined on different probability spaces, the natural way of studying their asymptotic behavior is by studying their convergence in distribution. A first result one may wish to establish is a concentration result: one aims to prove that (ρ k ) k≥1 converges in distribution toward a single value, say ρ. Hence one expects a convergence in distribution of the following form, where δ ρ denotes the Dirac probability measure on the singleton {ρ}:
where ρ is some real number in the open interval (1/|∆|, 1). The number ρ would appear as a limit average rate: most of braids of Artin size k would have, for k large enough, a Garside size close to ρk. If ρ can furthermore be simply related to the quantities we have introduced earlier, such as the characteristic parameter q n , it is reasonable to expect that ρ would be an algebraic number. Once this would have been established, the next step would consist in studying a Central Limit Theorem: upon normalization, is the distribution of ρ k Gaussian around its limit value ρ? Hence, one expects a convergence in distribution of the following form, for some constant σ 2 n > 0 and where N (0, σ 2 ) denotes the Normal distribution of zero mean and variance σ 2 :
2)
It turns out that both results (7.1) and (7.2) hold indeed. Because of space constraints, we postpone their proofs to a forthcoming work [1] .
This concerned an extension of the results established in this paper. Generalizations to other monoids are also possible, which we intend to expose in [1] . Braid monoids fall into the wider class of Artin-Tits monoids, investigated by several authors since the 1960's, including Tits, Deligne, Sato, Brieskorn, Garside, Charney, Dehornoy. Several results established in this paper for braid monoids admit generalizations to Artin-Tits monoids, and analogues of the convergences (7.1) and (7.2) also hold.
Among Artin-Tits monoids, one class in particular has retained the attention of the authors: the class of trace monoids, also called partially commutative monoids [13] . In trace monoids, the only relations between generators are commutativity relations (there is no braid relations); they correspond to Viennot's heap monoids [31] . Trace monoids differ from braid monoids for several reasons, for instance there is no lattice structure and their associated Coxeter group is not finite. From the point of view adopted in this paper, the main difference lies in the existence of a continuum of multiplicative measures, among which the uniform measure is a particular case. Recall that we have observed in Remark 4.10 that the uniform measure for infinite braids is the only instance of multiplicative measures, so the situation for braids presents a sharp contrast with trace monoids. The investigation of multiplicative measures for trace monoids has been the topic of [2] .
We shall prove in [1] that, from this perspective, there are essentially only two types of ArtinTits monoids: the trace type and the braid type, corresponding respectively to the type with a continuum of multiplicative measures, and the type where multiplicative measures reduce to the uniform measure only. For the trace type, multiplicative measures are parametrized by a submanifold of R m , diffeomorphic to the standard (m − 1)-simplex, where m is the minimal number of generators of the monoid.
